Covalent labeling of adenylyl cyclase cytosolic domains with gamma-methylimidazole-2',5'-dideoxy-[gamma-(32)P]3'-ATP and the mechanism for P-site-mediated inhibition.
A truncated first cytosolic domain of type V adenylyl cyclase (VC(1)) and a truncated second cytosolic domain of type II adenylyl cyclase (IIC(2)) were used alone and in the readily reversible complex (VC(1).IIC(2)) to evaluate interactions with each other and with reversible and irreversible P-site ligands. Enzyme activity was used to assess formation and dissolution of VC(1).IIC(2). The data suggest that binding of 2',5'-dideoxy-3'-ATP to VC(1) and IIC(2) prevented formation of VC(1).IIC(2) and that 2',5'-dideoxy-3'-ATP dissociation occurred slowly. To enable configuration specific cross-linking to the catalytic site, 2',5'-dideoxyadenosine 3'-[gamma-(1-methylimidazole)-triphosphate] (gamma-MetIm-2', 5'-dd-3'-ATP) and 2',5'-dd-adenosine 3'-(gamma-azidoanilido)-triphosphate (gamma-azidoanilido-2', 5'-dd-3'-ATP) were synthesized, the former also as its gamma-(32)P-labeled analog. gamma-Azidoanilido-2',5'-dd-3'-ATP exhibited an inhibitory potency comparable with that of 2', 5'-dd-3'-ATP. gamma-MetIm-2',5'-dd-[gamma-(32)P]3'-ATP labeled the individual VC(1) and IIC(2) domains comparably and covalently to approximately 20% within 1 h. Formation of VC(1).IIC(2) resulted in reduced labeling of VC(1) but enhanced labeling of IIC(2). The data imply that formation of the catalytically active VC(1).IIC(2) complex affects the interaction of each domain with the 2', 5'-dd-3'-ATP, the binding of which also affects the interaction between the two cytosolic domains, leading to a pseudo-irreversible inhibition.